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- View all existing planets in the sky.
Observe their visual magnitude and
apparent diameter. - See how much the
Sun, planets and Moon move from day to
day. - Show the phases of the Moon,
planets and some natural satellites of Mars.
- Show the rising and setting of the Sun
and the Moon each day of the week. Direct to windows according to the
position of the planets. - Show the date and
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time of observation of the planet. - Print
data in various formats. - Select dates and
re-view the planet without printing. - Add
the date and time of observation to the line
of a planet. - Add also the corrections for
Earth: the spring of the equator and the
longitude of the Sun with respect to the
equator. - View the data in the local time
zone. - Show the position of Moon and
planets. - Show the Moon's phases and the
terminator. - Display the phenomena of the
Moon: phase, cratering, Earth and satellite
eclipses. - Shows the rise, set and transit of
planets. - Shows also the positions of
Jupiter's satellites. - Show the rise, set and
transit of Moon on the background of the
sky. - Display the view of the Moon in
phase. - Moon's phenomenon of contact,
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libration and caustic. - Show also the Moon
on the horizon. - Display the transit of the
Moon. - Window for the Moon's
phenomena: view the solar system. - Show
the Sun: visualize the eclipse effects on the
Moon. - Ecliptical diagram with the
influence of the solar system planets. Show also the view of the planets from the
perspective of the observer at the middle
of the ecliptic. - Display the view of the
Moon transiting the Sun. - Show the view
of the Moon with the perspective of the
object seen through the eyepiece. - Display
the view of the Sun for the naked-eye and
the view of the Moon without. - Show also
the view of the planets: Sun, Moon, Venus,
Mercury. - Show the central MERIDIAN
Product Key. - Shows the magnitude and
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the apparent diameter of the planets. Predicts the visibility of the Sun: The Sun
or planet with the smallest apparent
diameter. - Shows the planets in relation to
each other. - Displays the phases of the
Moon and of planets in the nautical
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* Sun, Planets and Satellites: - Sun: visual
magnitude apparent diameter, distance to
Earth, inclination of the poles, geocentric
and heliocentric position - Planets: visual
magnitude apparent diameter and distance
to Earth, phases (Moon, Venus, Mercury,
Neptune, Saturn, Jupiter, Uranus, Neptuse,
Pluto) central meridian, heliocentric
position, inclination of the poles,
geocentric position - Satellites: visual
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magnitude apparent diameter distance to
Earth, geocentric position * Tapping: Moon: lunar phases (New Moon, First
Quarter, Full Moon, Third Quarter, Last
Quarter), illumination at your site
(opportunity to obtain a lunar photograph after all the Moon, but that is not a
particular occasion) - Venus: discovery of
Venus, normal, morning or twilight
apparent magnitude, disk illumination at
your site (opportunity to obtain a visual
magnitude aperture photograph) Mercury: discovery of Mercury, normal,
morning or twilight apparent magnitude,
disk illumination at your site (opportunity
to obtain a visual magnitude aperture
photograph) - Mars: discovery of Mars,
normal, morning or twilight apparent
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magnitude, disk illumination at your site
(opportunity to obtain a visual magnitude
aperture photograph) * Visual Transits: Jupiter: discovery of Jupiter, planet epoch,
visual magnitude apparent diameter,
absolute visual magnitude (opportunity to
obtain a photo of Jupiter - Saturn:
discovery of Saturn, planet epoch, visual
magnitude apparent diameter, absolute
visual magnitude (opportunity to obtain a
photo of Saturn) - Uranus: discovery of
Uranus, planet epoch, visual magnitude
apparent diameter, absolute visual
magnitude (opportunity to obtain a photo
of Uranus) - Neptune: discovery of
Neptune, planet epoch, visual magnitude
apparent diameter, absolute visual
magnitude (opportunity to obtain a photo
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of Neptune) - Pluto: discovery of Pluto,
planet epoch, visual magnitude apparent
diameter, absolute visual magnitude
(opportunity to obtain a photo of Pluto) *
Sunrise/Sunset: - Sunrise/Sunset:
informations of apparent visual magnitude
of the Sun, phases (New Moon, First
Quarter, Full Moon, Third Quarter, Last
Quarter) of the Sun, apparent diameter,
disk illumination at your site (opportunity
to obtain a photograph) - Sunset/Sunrise:
warn you about the best times to take the
photographs * Moon Phases: - Moon
Phases: 09e8f5149f
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Meridian provides you with a complete and
specific information on the position of the
planets, the Moon and the Sun. It is not
difficult to consult Meridian at any time or
any place. You simply need the current
time in the globe of your device. This time
is indicated by a blue pointer (12:00:00
o'clock). You can click on the globe to see
your current place and the position of the
planets at this time. You can also click on a
planet and all information will appear in a
small window. You can also click on the
Sun to see the observation of the Sun at
your current time. You can click on the
Moon to see the observation of the Moon
at your current time. You can click on the
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date to see the observation of the Moon at
different dates. You can click on the day
of the week to see the observation of the
Moon at different days of the week. You
can click on the month to see the
observation of the Moon at different
months. You can click on the polar
coordinates to show the Moon phases (1/2
/ 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11 / 12) at
different times for the current month. You
can click on the image of the Moon to
show the observation of the Moon in
differents parts. You can zoom in and
zoom out. ... Tipard provides the user with
wide access to audio and video files from
the Internet. It is an easy-to-use
application, with an intuitive interface. For
this reason, the user can have an immediate
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and direct access to all types of video and
audio on the Web: flv, avi, mp4, mov,
mpg, wmv, mp3, 3gp, webm, wav. We also
have a large range of video and audio
codecs. This video conversion software is
provided with a very high conversion speed
and high-quality conversion. VitalImport is
a free, easy-to-use utility that lets you
import files from MS Excel into Corel
Writer. Importing from Excel is very
simple because once you select a file to
import, it does all the work for you. You
do not need to create an Excel file. If a file
is not compatible with Microsoft Excel, or
you are not interested in using it
What's New In?

Meridian is an application produced by
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Raymond K. Yeo to help you during the
observations of the planets, the Moon and
the Sun, a project with very significant
dimensions: the observatories in the United
States of America and Europe are
observing millions of planets, Moon and
Sun to find atmospheric and physical
features. With Meridian you have the
possibility to consult the solar, lunar and
planetary positions by day or by month. On
the observation windows we will find the
most interesting features of the solar
system. In the solar section, we can
observe the maps of the planets and the
Moon. The Moon section provides
information on the lunar phases and on
their variation throughout the year. In the
section of the planets, Meridian reports the
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information of the planets at night (visual
magnitude, apparent diameter, distance,
illumination and geometric distance), their
geocentric and heliocentric position, the
emergence of the planets and of their
satellite, the appearance and disappearance
of the 4 Galilean moons, Tylenol on
Jupiter, the great red spot on Jupiter and
the fault in Saturn. Meridian also gives you
information on the seasons on Mars. In the
section of the Moon, Meridian informs you
of the lunar phases. In the chart of lunar
phases you can consult the activity of the
Moon, express your interest in the Moon
(round) and its planetary activity for some
planets. Meridian can also inform you
about the lunar satellites and lunar fissions.
For some planets, Meridian reports the
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satellite phenomenons. Meridian simulates
the position of planets in the sky and gives
you the following information: planet
apparent diameter, distance to Earth,
illumination of the disk, moon apparent
diameter, satellite apparent diameter,
heliocentric position, geocentric position,
moon phase and all these informations for
some dates. And now, thanks to the
integration of the Jupiter preview,
Meridian is able to show you at a glance
the images of the planets on the screen and
when you press on the button, you can see
all the informations on Jupiter. Meridian
also shows the images of the planets with
earth-based observers (brightness)
superimposed over the planet on the
screen. Now we speak about Meridian
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reports and their information: - Meridian
shows the position of the planets at the
time of observation, as seen by a righthanded observer, in the general plane of
the ecliptic (zenith, N, S, E, W) and in the
heliocentric equatorial plane. - Meridian
shows the
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System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements: Windows 7 12
MB available RAM 3.3 Ghz CPU 1366 x
768 resolution Recommended
Requirements: Windows 10 16 MB
available RAM Other Useful Utilities
Firefox, Internet Explorer, Chrome, Opera,
Safari, Safari in OS X 10.10 Yosemite.
Additional Information: This mod will not
add any ads
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